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VAN GOGH
Karndean Designflooring
Karndean Designflooring introduced its new look multi-format Van
Gogh collection in September 2020. It features natural wood looks
available in both rigid core and gluedown luxury vinyl formats, as
well as its first herringbone designs in a rigid core specification.
Designed to offer interior designers, architects and contractors
greater flexibility, it means the same design can be specified in
either gluedown or rigid core across different environments as part
of the same project.
Whilst rigid core is the format of choice for wellness and wellbeing
with its K-Core technology helping to reduce sound transfer to
rooms below by 21dB, gluedown is most recognised for its flexibility
in design with bespoke cuts, laying patterns and added design
features available.
The new look collection features the brand’s most recognised
contemporary and classic designs in a standard 48” x 7” size,
as well as welcoming six designs inspired by European oaks and
American barnwood in a larger 56” x 9” plank and four exclusive
28” x 7” herringbones.
Like all Karndean floors, the designs are handcrafted to reflect
the intricate beauty of real timber, but Grey Brushed Oak, Warm
Brushed Oak and Golden Brushed Oak feature a new, natural
wood grain emboss, accentuating the natural texture and aesthetics
of the individual wood that inspired it.
For modern industrial or rustic commercial interiors, Salvaged
Barnwood is a perfect match with its deep variation and
vibrant brunette tones available in a 56” x 9” plank and
28” x 7” herringbone.

www.karndean.com/vangogh2020
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